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 Sasha Razumenko
Results-oriented IT Specialist with a strong background in technical support, system integration,
and security operations. Currently employed at Nuvei, I am actively seeking opportunities to apply
my skills and strategic thinking in a dynamic professional environment. My proficiency is further
enhanced by ongoing studies in Government, Diplomacy, and Strategy at Reichman University.

Experience

Extensive technical support for servers, back-end network systems, and staff management
systems such as Active Directory and Azure.
Expert in onboarding new employees around the world, including creating accounts,
configuring laptops, and supervising software installations. 
Proficient in the maintenance and troubleshooting of a wide range of technical equipment,
including computers, printers, phones, conference rooms, televisions, and back-office
systems, as well as a thorough understanding of IT backend setups such as GPO, Active
Directory, and O365.

Operated in a cutting-edge technological environment, ensuring the ongoing protection
of worldwide firm assets. 
Coordinated security measures and generated thorough intelligence reports. 
Created pre-flight profiles for employee travel, expertly managing security personnel in
routine and emergency scenarios. 
Executed operations for exceptional occurrences in both domestic and foreign settings.

Led actions in the Front Command Room during routine and emergency situations.
Coordination of security services among many agencies, while encouraging
cooperation. 
I was elevated to Senior Operator after demonstrating my ability to manage night
shifts independently and oversee Hapak Malmab activities.

IT Specialist

GSR Operator

Operator in Command and Control Center

2022- Present

2021-2022

2020-2021

Nuvei

NSO Group

Ministry of Defence

Military experience

Reichman University

Bachelor's Degree in
Government Diplomacy and
Strategy- Specialization in
government data and diplomacy

2021-2024

Ability to Multitask

Microsoft Office

Python

Ability to Work Under Pressure

SQL

Affinity for Computerized Environments

English- Advanced

Hebrew- Native

Russian- Native

Expertise

Language

Marine Control Campus in Navy

2017-2019

Throughout critical maritime operations, demonstrated unyielding operational
discipline.
Displayed remarkable focus and professionalism while actively engaged in continuous
duty, which included extended hours in front of crucial operational systems for marine
safety and security.
Within three months, I advanced to the post of Head of the Shift - NCO Marine
Control, demonstrating my leadership abilities and agility.
Led a squad of three female soldiers on duty, effectively managing and directing
maritime control activities.

Work Independently and in a Team

Excellent Interpersonal Communication

Microsoft Exchange

Azure

Active Directory

Group Policy

Tableau

Orange


